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Abstltad. This is a continuation of the p問viouspaper [61 ，and th思:structures0 f 
q告neralizピdSiegel dom旦m目。ftube type in thc sensεof Kaup， Matsushima and Ochiai 
ar巴studied
1. 1到U'OductiOfL
Extending the notion of Siegel domains of the first and the second kind due to 
-Sapiro [8] ， Matsushima and Ochiai introduced the following domail1 !J} in 
C澗 [L1]・
(1) .'!O 1S bihololl1orphically 
(ο} )ヰ:仇 where0 denotes the 
is invariant by the 
to bounded domain in cn1m and .1!J1 n (い×
of Cへ
I:ransformations of C併用 ofthe 
i ) (z， 十~a ， ω) for al a己Rn;







denotes a coordinate system in C n パcmand c isa fixed 
on Such a domain is called a抑似叩li，?ed邸側1dornai幻
in thεprevioωpaper [6J we investigated 
of generalized Siegel domains 1n C x C"' with arbitrary exponents and obtained the foliow-
ing result : Let !O 仰 d!O'be domai附 inC x Cm. Theη_@ and f?J! are 
if and if there exists a 
in this note the C>< Cm→c x C m such that = ~([j1". As a continuation of 
structures of genεralized Siegel domains in the case m = 0， so that domains are contained 
in cn. 
Let _ifO be a generalized Siegel domain Cn舎 Then can be ¥vritten in the form. 
(1. 1) !Oニ EC";1m ZEi1} ， 
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wherεn is an open， not necεssaγconvex， cone in Rn no straight linεif 
.0 i8 an open convex cone， !Ois but a Siegel domain of the first kind Pjateckii 
-Sapiro. In this note we often寸vrite (0) instead of the domain !Jj! as in and we 
refer to it as a domain tube 
Our main purpose is to prove the following theorεms: 
THEOREM l. Let!Jj! 仰 d!Jj! (0') be dornains的 cn tube抑e.
Then and are ぴαnd if there exis必αnoη
linear 5f: cn~>cn such that 5f (!iJ(印)= !Jj!(O'). 
THEO回 M2. Any dornain 口)り(tube ty，μc仰ル imbeddedin a 
stace as aη open subset of an V 
that every (0，) is induced勿 α針。
V and .!O' (0) invariant. 
In the case wher色nand j]' are open convex cones in the above theorems， these 
are vV'el1-known results by Ka叩， Matsushima and Ochiai [11] 
1n the next sεctionヲ acharacterization theむremof 
arnong geornetrically convex domaiωin Cn due to Barth [lJ ， we first prov色 thatthe 
of holonrlOrphy of any Siεdomain in C n of tub色type1S a 
domain of the first kind. Then 'Ne can the resuits Matsl1shima and Ochiai 
[4J to our proofs固
2. Proαfs⑪jf the tteQJTlr:ems 
Lie group of al 
Siegel domain in C n of tube type. Let Aut(!Oj be the 
automorphisms of 3d anc1 let自(.!O'jbe the real Lie 
consisting of a1 vector fields on .!!O'.針。mthe definition of 
ized Siegel we see that 
E=ふ15自
k=l んh
Let us set， for anyλι 
tKE 9 [E j J(Jニ λX}。
Then it is known [4; Theorem 4 J thatg (!O) has the 
1) 9 (タ)ニ 9-1オ90 + g h [ih， g IlJ c gλ4μ・
structure: 
N ow we study the envelope of holomorphy of the tube domain .!O' ( Let n be the 
convex envelope of 0 in Rn. Then the of of !iJ (0) coincides with thε 
tubεdomain!O (β)二 ιCn;ImZE丘}[7; Chap. 7J . We need the basic fact : 
On Generalized Siegel Do山ains0/ Tube TJPe 
LEMMA 1. ε[7 ; 6， Proposition 2J). Let H: 合)→C be the 
holomorlJhic exte刀sion01 a うhicメImctionh : gJ(1)→C. Then 品分=み
The following lemma is an essential part of the proofs回
LEMMA 2. The 0/ ぴ(合 a Siegel domain 
tuoe t:ゆeis a Siegel domαin the land. 
ヲ3
Prool. We first notice that every holomorphic automorphim of a given domain M can 
be extended uniquelyア toa hoiomorphic automorphism of its envelope of holomorphy 
[7J. Consequently，的)1s im明 'iantby the folO¥iving transformations of 仁川(i).z ~ー"z-f 
己 and (ii) z → eiz(tE R)， since the r‘ est臼:1'ゴ工T也もなP
h加olomη10町rp仲hicau此1此山t旬omo町rp沖hi加5釘msι of 五 ω). Also it is obvious that O is a 日open convex conι とin 
Rn. Thus we have to show that 合)is biholomorphically to a bounded 
domain in Cn• Since ゆ)is a convεx c10main in Cn， b旬yア ar勾es印1.1江t0ぱfBa凱r町-t出h 1
[1J i比tis eno 工Hほ;hto pr叩Oγ e色thatタ( 凸) contaIl泣1Sno com一中leε x affine 1泊in児ein Cn. Recall that 
g;(0，) is biholomorphically equivalent to some bounded domain in Cn. Let us now fix 
a biholomorphic mapping / = (ん…:g; (0，)→ We may assume that 
I };(z) I < 1， zε(1) for i=l， ".， n. 
Extending each component}; to a holomorphic function }乙 ong;仰，we obtain a holomor司
phic mapping F = (九…， Fn): g;(品)→cn.Let (resp. JF) be the complex Jacobian 
determinant of 1 (resp. of F). Then jらい)牛ofor a1 zE and ]，: !iJ(仰心 isthe 
unique holomorphic extension of J :→C. Hence it fol1ov'!s from Lemma 1 that 
合))ニ持oand 品))CLln，
where Ll" denotes the unit in Cn. This implies that F : g;(叫→cngives rise to a 
10ca1 biholomorphic mapping frorn 的)intoムn iN e are 110W prepared to complete the 
Assume that 命containsa complex affine line L in Cn• Then the restriction 
F IL: L→cn is holomorphic mapping Irom L三Cinto the unit polydiskムヘ andhence it 
reduces to a constant mapping Clearly this is a contradiction専becausewe know that 
F: g;(品)→cnis a local biholomorphic mapping. Thus g;(自)cannot contain any complex 
affine line in Cn， as desired. Q. E. D. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: It is trivial that g; (0) and g;(Q') are biholomorphically 
equivalent if there exists a non-singular linear mapping fl': Cn→cn such that fl'(g;(11))ニ
g;(Q'). Thus we have only to prove the converse. 
Assume that there exists a biholomorphic mapping (t : g;仰い Denoting g; 
(企)(resp. g; (命))the envelope of holomorphy of gi(ft) (resp. of we now have a 
biholomorphic mapping <I> : g; (合)→!iJ(O')，which is of course the holomorphic extension of 
φ. Since both gi(合)and f!Y(企)are Siegel c10mains of the first kind by Lemma 2， itfollows 
then from [4: Theorem 11J tIlat there exists a non-singular linear mapping fl': Cn→C・n
such tha t fl' (!iJ (白))ニタ Herewe want to prove that this linear mapping _ct can be 
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chosen in such a way that = ~雲仙1
Let iJニば 1ト唱。:-!11 be the of引 asin 1)司 τhen w色
can check aiong the same line as in [4; Lemma that there is a principal maxlmal 
so1vable trt of CI such that 
n 
2) 11 contains thεvector field E二 zzd乙， and 
ノセ=1
(2，3) ffi= "-1 トmn自0，
Let m be a maximal solvable subalgebra of 自
conditions as in (2， 2) and 3)園 Oncethe two assertions are our 
can be done with the same argul1'1ents as in the of [4; Theorem 11 J 
紛争 isa birational 
5) く払(m)二 11' y 
vlhereくT* 自 日 isthe Lie 
。fct， since <T" (川1Sa maximal solvable of ~l and since 
any two such subalgebras of are ョt巴underan inner ヲthere
exists a holomor勾phk 'i' of s山 hthat 'l!バφ*( ニゲ [4J. 
守、oct instead of Ct if nεcessary， we :rnay assuηne t121t 5) 1S satisfied. 
since both !tJ and 3.re 山 mainsby Lemma 2， we know by [4; Theorem 10J 
that the 岳品凶')is biraticnaL :tiencε， being its restric-
tiOil to !tJ (心)， It : (0)→ is birationaL Therefor告， the condition 4) ls 
also satisfied， as desired固 Q.E. D. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 : Let !tJ (自)be the of 。f (n). Then 品)
domain of the first kind Lemma 2. So it fo1iovvs from [4; Theorern 9J that 
!!tJ(凸)adlnits an AutLqJ'(凸))一叫uivarial了rt j: 的)な民(C) satisfying 
a1 the conditions of Theorem 2， On the other the group 
can be identHied with a of 品))γia the C(rrrE~Spon[le!]Ceσ→ 11， wheI怒らfF
品))denotes the unique extension ofσεThus， compos-
the natural inclusion i :タ!tJ(O)and the 白)→ vve
obtain a desired 
KD. 
~t A cαnj附 hu位。
We finish this note the following: 
Let !tJ and be d01nainsηcnx cm aηd Cnf)( Cm." 
where n + 11 = r/+ rl"二 N. Then 仰 are
if the iwo conditions are 
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and c== c' ; 
引 71主ω官 exz.sた;α がnιar 」きグ C/Iiーペ-:;Nsuch that 
Jn the cases it is kl10wn that thisεcture is， in tru色.
Case L and are domains of the second kind (s配 [4;Theorem 。
Case 2. nこ幻/ニ1・1nthis casε唱 gpa11d JZFr arεSiegel domains in C:>くCρz
with arbitrary (see [6; Theorem 2J ). 
Case 3. 幻ニダ=0:1n thi邑 casεand 紅白 boundeddrcular domains in C m 
the 0 of Cm， and c -= O. it is obvious that and are 
circular domains the O. sh問、 and are biholomor. 
to bo山 deddomains， itfollov凶 from[3; ThemをmeVJ that 
themselv問 arebounc1ed. 
Theorεm:3J ). 
we have cこど二二o(see [2; Theorem. 1. ~;J ， [6; 
c正おe4. mニ 1J!ZIニo: 1nthis case !lJ) andヱ1(1'21re dOlnains in C n of 
tubεtypε(see Theorem 1 in this 
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